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Abstract

An approximate numerical solution for the steady laminar boundary-layer flow over a wall of the wedge with suction

or injection in the presence of species concentration and mass diffusion has been obtained by solving the governing

equations using numerical technique. The fluid is assumed to be viscous and incompressible. Numerical calculations

up to third level of truncation are carried out for different values of dimensionless parameters and an analysis of the

results obtained shows that the flow field is influenced appreciably by the chemical reaction, heat source and suction

or injection at the wall of the wedge.
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1. Introduction

Combined heat and mass transfer problems with

chemical reaction are of importance in many processes

and have, therefore, received a considerable amount of

attention in recent years. In processes such as drying,

evaporation at the surface of a water body, energy trans-

fer in a wet cooling tower and the flow in a desert cooler,

heat and mass transfer occur simultaneously. Possible

applications of this type of flow can be found in many

industries. For example, in the power industry, among
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the methods of generating electric power is one in which

electrical energy is extracted directly from a moving con-

ducting fluid.

Many practical diffusive operations involve the

molecular diffusion of a species in the presence of chem-

ical reaction within or at the boundary. There are two

types of reactions. A homogeneous reaction is one that

occurs uniformly throughout a given phase. The species

generation in a homogeneous reaction is analogous to

internal source of heat generation. In contrast, a hetero-

geneous reaction takes place in a restricted region or

within the boundary of a phase. It can therefore be trea-

ted as a boundary condition similar to the constant heat

flux condition in heat transfer. The study of heat and

mass transfer with chemical reaction is of great practical

importance to engineers and scientists because of its
ed.
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almost universal occurrence in many branches of science

and engineering. The flow of a fluid past a wedge is of

fundamental importance since this type of flow consti-

tutes a general and wide class of flows in which the free

stream velocity is proportional to the power of the

length coordinate measured from the stagnation point.

All industrial chemical processes are designed to

transform cheaper raw materials to high value products

(usually via chemical reaction). A �reactor�, in which

such chemical transformations take place, has to carry

out several functions like bringing reactants into inti-

mate contact, providing an appropriate environment

(temperature and concentration fields) for adequate time

and allowing for the removal of products. Fluid dynam-

ics plays a pivotal role in establishing relationship be-

tween reactor hardware and reactor performance. For

a specific chemistry/catalyst, the reactor performance is

a complex function of the underlying transport pro-

cesses. The first step in any reaction engineering analysis

is formulating a mathematical framework to describe the

rate (and mechanisms) by which one chemical species is

converted into another in the absence of any transport

limitations (chemical kinetics). Once the intrinsic kinet-

ics is available, the production rate and composition of

the products can be related, in principle, to reactor vol-

ume, reactor configuration and mode of operation by

solving mass, momentum and energy balances over the

reactor. This is the central task of a reaction and reactor

engineering activity. Analyses of the transport processes

and their interaction with chemical reactions are quite

difficult and is intimately connected to the underlying

fluid dynamics. Such a combined analysis of chemical

and physical processes constitutes for core of chemical

reaction engineering. The recent advances in under-

standing physics of flows and computational flow mod-

eling (CFM) can make tremendous contributions in

chemical engineering.

We are particularly interested in cases in which diffu-

sion and chemical reaction occur at roughly the same

speed. When diffusion is much faster than chemical reac-

tion, then only chemical factors influence the chemical

reaction rate; when diffusion is not much faster than

reaction, the diffusion and kinetics interact to produce

very different effects. The study of heat generation or

absorption effects in moving fluids is important in view

of several physical problems, such as fluids undergoing

exothermic or endothermic chemical reaction. Due to

the fast growth of electronic technology, effective cool-

ing of electronic equipment has become warranted and

cooling of electronic equipment ranges from individual

transistors to main frame computers and from energy

suppliers to telephone switch boards and thermal diffu-

sion effect has been utilized for isotopes separation in

the mixture between gases with very light molecular

weight (hydrogen and helium) and medium molecular

weight.
In these types of problems, the well known Falkner–

Skan transformation is used to reduce boundary-layer

equations into ordinary differential equations for similar

flows [1]. It can also be used for non-similar flows for

convenience in numerical work because it reduces, even

if it does not eliminate, depends on the x-coordinate.

The solutions of the Falkner–Skan equations are some-

times referred to as wedge flow solutions with only two

of the wedge flows being common in practice [2]. The

dimensionless parameter, m plays an important role in

such type of problems because it denotes the shape fac-

tor of the velocity profiles. It has been shown [3] that

when m < 0 (increasing pressure), the velocity profiles

have point of inflexion whereas when m > 0 (decreasing

pressure), there is no point of inflexion. This fact is of

great importance in the analysis of the stability of lami-

nar flows with a pressure gradient. Yih [4] presented an

analysis of the forced convection boundary layer flow

over a wedge with uniform suction/blowing, whereas

Watanabe [5] investigated the behavior of the boundary

layer over a wedge with suction/injection in forced flow.

Recently, laminar boundary layer flow over a wedge

with suction/injection has been discussed by Kafoussias

and Nanousis [6] and Anjali Devi and Kandasamy [7]

analyzed the effects of thermal stratification on laminar

boundary layer flow over a wedge with suction/injection.

Since no attempt has been made to analyze nonlinear

boundary layer flow with chemical reaction, heat and

mass transfer over a wedge with suction or injection at

the wall in the presence of heat source, we have investi-

gated it in this article. The similarity transformation has

been utilized to convert the governing partial differential

equations into ordinary differential equations and then

the numerical solution of the problem is drawn using

R.K. Gill method. Numerical calculations upto third

level of truncation were carried out for different values

of dimensionless parameters of the problem under con-

sideration for the purpose of illustrating the results

graphically. Examination of such flow models reveals

the influence of chemical reaction on velocity, tempera-

ture and concentration profiles. The analysis of the re-

sults obtained shows that the flow field is influenced

appreciably by the presence of chemical reaction, heat

source and suction or injection at the wall of the wedge.
2. Mathematical analysis

Two-dimensional laminar boundary-layer flow of a

viscous and incompressible fluid over a wall of the

wedge with suction or injection is analysed. As shown

in Fig. 1 [9], x-axis is parallel to the wedge and y-axis

is taken normal to it. The fluid properties are assumed

to be constant in a limited temperature range. The con-

centration of diffusing species is very small in compari-

son to other chemical species, the concentration of



 

Fig. 1. Flow analysis along the wall of the wedge.
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species far from the wall, C1, is infinitesimally small [8]

and hence the Soret and Dufour effects are neglected.

The chemical reactions are taking place in the flow

and all thermophysical properties are assumed to be

constant except the density in the buoyancy terms of

the linear momentum equation which is approximated

according to the Boussinesq�s approximation. Under

these assumptions, the equations that describe the phys-

ical situation are given by

ou=oxþ ov=oy ¼ 0 ð1Þ

uou=oxþ vou=oy

¼ mo2u=oy2 þ U dU=dxþ gbðT � T1Þ sinðX=2Þ
þ gb�ðC � C1Þ sinðX=2Þ ð2Þ

uoT=oxþ voT=oy ¼ ao2T=oy2 þ QðT1 � T Þ ð3Þ

uoC=oxþ voC=oy ¼ Do
2C=oy2 � k1C ð4Þ

where the term Q(T1 � T) is assumed to be the amount

of heat generated or absorbed per unit volume. Q is a

constant, which may take on either positive or negative

values. When the wall temperature Tw exceeds the free

stream temperature T1, the source term represents the

heat source when Q < 0 and heat sink when Q > 0.

For the condition that Tw < T1, the opposite relation-

ship is true [10]. The constant k1 is the first order chem-

ical reaction rate (when k1 < 0 generating reactant and

k1 > 0 destructive reactant) and D is the effective diffu-

sion coefficient.

The boundary conditions are

u ¼ 0; v ¼ v0; C ¼ Cw; T ¼ T w at y ¼ 0

u ¼ UðxÞ; C ¼ C1; T ¼ T1 as y ! 1 ð5Þ

Following the lines of Bansal [11], the following change

of variables are introduced

wðx; yÞ ¼ ð2Umx=ð1þ mÞÞ1=2f ðx; gÞ
gðx; yÞ ¼ yðð1þ mÞU=2mxÞ1=2 ð6Þ

Under this consideration, the potential flow velocity can

be written as

UðxÞ ¼ cxm; b1 ¼ 2m=ð1þ mÞ ð7Þ

where c is a constant and b1 is the Hartree pressure gra-

dient parameter that corresponds to b1 = X/p for a total

angle X of the wedge.

The velocity components are given by

u ¼ ow=oy; v ¼ �ow=ox ð8Þ

It can be easily verified that the continuity Eq.

(1) is identically satisfied and introduced the

non-dimensional form of temperature and the con-

centration as

h ¼ ðT � T1Þ=ðT w � T1Þ ð9Þ

/ ¼ ðC � C1Þ=ðCw � C1Þ ð10Þ

Rex ¼ Ux=m ðReynolds numberÞ ð11Þ

Gr ¼ mgbðT w � T1Þ=U 3 ðGrashof numberÞ ð12Þ

Gc ¼ mgb�ðCw � C1Þ=U 3

ðModified Grashof numberÞ ð13Þ

Pr ¼ lCp=K ðPrandtl numberÞ ð14Þ

Sc ¼ m=D ðSchmidt numberÞ ð15Þ

S1 ¼ ð2xQ=UÞ ðHeat source parameterÞ ð16Þ

S ¼ �v0ðð1þ mÞx=2mUÞ1=2

ðSuction or injection parameterÞ ð17Þ

c ¼ mk1=U 2 ðChemical reaction parameterÞ ð18Þ

Now Eqs. (2)–(4) becomes

o3f =og3 ¼ �f o2f =og2 � ð2m=ð1þ mÞÞð1� ðof =ogÞ2Þ
� ð2=ð1þ mÞÞðGcRex/ þ GrRexhÞ sinðX=2Þ
þ ð2x=ð1þ mÞÞðof =ogðo2f =oxogÞ
� of =oxðo2f =og2ÞÞ ð19Þ

o2h=og2 ¼ �Pr f oh=og þ ð2Pr=ð1þ mÞÞhof =og
þ Prð2x=ð1þ mÞÞðof =ogðoh=oxÞ
� of =oxðoh=ogÞÞ þ PrS1h ð20Þ

o2/=og2 ¼ �Scf o/=og þ ð2Sc=ð1þ mÞÞRexc/
þ ð2Sc=ð1þ mÞÞ/of =og þ ð2xSc=ð1þ mÞÞ
	 ðof =ogðo/=oxÞ � o/=ogðof =oxÞÞ ð21Þ
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The boundary conditions (5) can be written as

g ¼ 0 : of =og ¼ 0; ðf =2Þð1þ ðx=UÞdU=dxÞ þ xof =ox

¼ �v0ðð1þ mÞx=2mUÞ1=2; h ¼ 1; / ¼ 1

g ! 1 : of =og ¼ 1; h ¼ 0; / ¼ 0 ð22Þ

where v0 is the velocity of suction if v0 < 0 and injection

if v0 > 0.

Eqs. (19)–(21) and boundary conditions (22) can be

written as

o3f =og3 þ ðf þ ðð1� mÞ=ð1þ mÞÞnof =onÞo2f =og2

� ððð1� mÞ=ð1þ mÞÞno2f =onogÞof =og
þ ð2m=ð1þ mÞÞð1� ðof =ogÞ2Þ þ ð2=ð1þ mÞÞ
	 ðGcRex/ þ GrRexhÞ sinðX=2Þ ¼ 0 ð23Þ

o2h=og2 þ Pr ðf þ ðð1� mÞ=ð1þ mÞÞnof =onÞoh=og
� PrS1h � ð2Pr=ð1þ mÞhof =og
� ððð1� mÞ=ð1þ mÞÞnoh=onÞof =og ¼ 0 ð24Þ

o2/=og2 þ Scf o/=og � ð2Sc=ð1þ mÞÞRexc/
þ Scðð1� mÞ=ð1þ mÞÞðo/=ognof =on

� of =ogno/=onÞ � ð2Sc=ð1þ mÞÞof =og/ ¼ 0 ð25Þ

g¼ 0 : of =og¼ 0; ð1þmÞf =2þðð1�mÞ=2Þnof =on¼ S;

h¼ 1; /¼ 1

g!1 : of =og¼ 1; h¼ 0; /¼ 0 ð26Þ

where S is the suction parameter if S > 0 and injection if

S < 0 and n = kx(1�m)/2 is the dimensionless distance

along the wedge (n > 0).

In this system of equations f(n,g) is the dimensionless

stream function; h(n,g) be the dimensionless tempera-

ture; /(n,g) be the dimensionless concentration; Pr,

the Prandtl number, Rex, Reynolds number etc., which

are defined in (9)–(18). The parameter n indicates the

dimensionless distance along the wedge (n > 0). It is

obvious that to retain the n-derivative terms, it is neces-

sary to employ a numerical scheme suitable for partial

differential equations for the solution. In addition,

owing to the coupling between adjacent stream wise

location through the n-derivatives, a locally autonomous

solution, at any given stream wise location can not be

obtained. In such a case, an implicit marching numerical

solution scheme is usually applied proceeding the solu-

tion in the n-direction, i.e., calculating unknown profiles

at ni+1 when the same profiles at ni are known. The pro-

cess starts at n = 0 and the solution proceeds from ni to

ni+1 but such a procedure is time consuming.

However, when the terms involving of/on, oh/on and

o//on and their g derivatives are deleted, the resulting

system of equations resemble, in effect, a system of or-

dinary differential equations for the functions f, h and

/ with n as a parameter and the computational task is
simplified. Furthermore, a locally autonomous solution

for any given n can be obtained because the stream wise

coupling is severed. So, following the lines of [6], a recent

numerical solution scheme is utilized for obtaining the

solution of the problem. Now, due to the above men-

tioned factors, Eqs. (23)–(25) are changed to

f 000 þ ff 00 þ ð2m=ð1þ mÞÞð1� ðf 0Þ2Þ þ ð2=ð1þ mÞÞ
	 ðGcRex/ þ GrRexhÞ sinðX=2Þ ¼ 0 ð27Þ

h00 þ Pr f h0 � ð2Pr=ð1þ mÞÞf 0h � S1Prh ¼ 0 ð28Þ

/00 þ Scf/0 � ð2Sc=ð1þ mÞÞf 0/ � ð2Sc=ð1þ mÞÞRexc/
¼ 0 ð29Þ

with boundary conditions

g ¼ 0 : f ð0Þ ¼ ð2=ð1þ mÞÞS; f 0ð0Þ ¼ 0;

hð0Þ ¼ 1; /ð0Þ ¼ 1

g ! 1 : f 0ð1Þ ¼ 1; hð1Þ ¼ 0; /ð1Þ ¼ 0 ð30Þ

Eqs. (27)–(29) with boundary conditions (30) are inte-

grated using R.K. Gill method. Velocity, temperature

and concentration are studied for different values of

chemical reaction, heat source and suction or injection

at the wall of wedge.
3. Results and discussion

In order to get a clear insight of the physical problem,

the velocity, temperature and concentration have been

discussed by assigning numerical values to the parame-

ters encountered in the problem. To be realistic, the val-

ues of Schmidt number (Sc) are chosen for hydrogen

(Sc = 0.22), water vapour (Sc = 0.62) and ammonia

(Sc = 0.78) at temperature 25 �C and one atmospheric

pressure. The values of Prandtl number is chosen to be

Pr = 0.71 which represents air at temperature 20 �C
and one atmospheric pressure. The effect of buoyancy

is significant for Pr = 0.71(air) due to the lower density

of air that makes it more sensitive to the buoyancy

forces. Grashof number for heat transfer is chosen to

be Gr = 1.0 and modified Grashof number for mass

transfer, Gc = 3.0 corresponding to cooling (Gr > 0) of

the plate. Reynolds number Rex = 3.0, heat source

parameter (absorption) S1 = 1.0, the study of heat

absorption (S1 > 0) effects in moving fluids is important

in view of several physical problems, such as fluids

undergoing exothermic or endothermic chemical reac-

tion and the chemical reaction parameter is chosen to

be c = 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and 4.0. Numerical results are dis-

played with the help of graphical illustrations. In the ab-

sence of mass transfer and magnetic effects, the results

have been compared with that of previous work [6]

and it is found that they are in good agreement. The
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numerical results obtained are illustrated by means of

Figs. 2–10.

Effects of the Schmidt number with uniform chemical

reaction at the wall of the wedge over the velocity, tem-

perature and concentration are shown through Figs. 2–

4.

Fig. 2 depicts the dimensionless velocity profiles f 0(g)
for different values of Schmidt number (Sc). Due to the

uniform suction and heat source, it is observed that

the velocity component of the fluid along the wall of

the wedge increases with increase of Schmidt number.

On the contrary, the dimensionless temperature h(g)
and concentration /(g) of the fluid reduce with increase

of Schmidt number and these are shown in the Figs. 3

and 4, respectively. So, it is also observed that the tem-

perature and concentration of the fluid gradually

changes from higher value to the lower value only when

the diffusive effect D is smaller than kinematic viscosity.

All these physical behavior are due to the combined ef-

fects of suction at the wall of the wedge and chemical

reaction.

The effects of chemical reaction over velocity, tem-

perature and concentration of the fluid along the wall

of the wedge are shown through Figs. 5–7.
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Fig. 5 represents the dimensionless velocity profiles

f 0(g) for different values of the chemical reaction param-

eter. For uniform suction and heat source, an increase in

chemical reaction, leads to fall in the velocity, tempera-

ture distribution and concentration of the fluid along the

wall of the wedge and these are shown in the Figs. 5–7,

respectively. So, in the case of suction, the chemical

reaction decelerates the fluid motion, temperature distri-
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bution and concentration of the fluid along the wall of

the wedge. It is observed that the effect of destructive

reaction on the velocity, temperature and concentration

profiles are much more pronounced than that of the gen-

erative reaction.

The effects of heat source over velocity, temperature

and concentration of the fluid along the wall of the

wedge are shown through Figs. 8–10, respectively.

Fig. 8 represents the dimensionless velocity profiles

for different values of heat source parameter. Due to

the uniform chemical reaction and in the case of suction,
it is clear that the velocity of the fluid is uniform but

slightly decreases with increase of heat source

parameter.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the dimensionless temperature

profiles for different values of heat source. In the pres-

ence of constant chemical reaction parameter and in

the case of suction, it is seen that the temperature of

the fluid decreases with increase of heat source.

The concentration of the fluid is uniform with in-

crease of heat source and this is shown through Fig. 10.
4. Conclusion

• In the presence of uniform chemical reaction and suc-

tion at the wall, it is interesting to note that the fluid

flow along the wall of the wedge accelerates fluid

motion and the temperature and concentration of the

fluid reducewith increase of Schmidt number.All these

facts clearly depict the combined effects of chemical

reaction and suction at the wall of the wedge.

• Due to the uniform suction and heat source, the

increase of chemical reaction decelerates the fluid

motion, temperature distribution and concentration

of the fluid along the wall of the wedge, which

encounter the consumption reactions of the chemical

reaction parameter.

• Due to the uniform suction with constant chemical

reaction, the velocity and the temperature of the fluid

decrease and the concentration of the fluid is uniform

with increase of heat source.

• Comparison of velocity profiles shows that the veloc-

ity increases near the plate and thereafter remains

uniform. It is interesting to note that due to increase

in Sc, the concentration decreases at a faster rate in

comparison to variation in the parameters in the case

of cooling of plate (Gr > 0).

• Decrease of the concentration field due to increase in

Sc shows that it increases gradually as we replace

hydrogen (Sc = 0.22) by water vapour (Sc = 0.62)
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and ammonia (Sc = 0.78) in the said sequence. It is

also observed that the effect of chemical reaction

and Schmidt number are very important in the con-

centration field.

The analyses of the present investigation of flow

through a wedge medium is playing a predominant role

in the applications of Science and Engineering. The flow

of this kind has enormous importance in technical prob-

lems such as flow through packed beds, sedimentation,

environmental problem, centrifugal separation of parti-

cles, blood rheology and in many transport processes

in nature and Engineering devices, nuclear reaction,

electronic equipments etc., in which the effect of buoy-

ancy forces on the forced flow, or the effect of forced

flow on the buoyant flow is significant. Particularly the

findings may be useful for the study of movement of

oil or gas and water through the reservoir of an oil or

gas field, in the migration of underground water and

in the filtration and water purification processes.
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